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Fellow LH Owners and Enthusiasts,
Indy is finally here! Hard to believe that it has been a year since Lindsey and I were preparing for the
drive out to Indianapolis Motor Speedway and we ended up having a weekend to remember. Sending
best wishes to those attending this year and wishing you fast cars, dry track laps, and IMS adrenalin!
Don't forget to book your attendance at Carlisle this year. It is the biggest club meet of the year and all
are welcome! Make your hotel reservation, register your car, and check the forum for information on
food for the weekend. As in the past, the club will offer home cooked breakfast and lunch on Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday. This year is the 40th anniversary of the Carlisle Fairground shows and we look
forward to recognizing the great accomplishments and opportunities this event has brought our club.
Join the conversation on the forum.
A major undertaking that the Board of Directors is undertaking this year is the creation of a new
website and database. Creation will begin at the end of June and will include a new template for the
website that will be current, easy to maneuver, and consistent across all pages while still being able to
offer the great content you have grown accustomed to. During the website upgrade we will also be
rolling out a brand new database program that will help fix many of the broken features of our current
setup. Many of the processes that are handled by the BOD now are done manually and with this
upgrade they will become automated by the program. This should help to ensure everyone of the
same experience when it comes to things like group emails and renewal notices.
The current design will remain in place and be 100% functional until the new setup has been designed
and thoroughly tested. Once the testing is complete, we will transition over to the new website design
and database. Our forum is going to be left untouched as it does not make sense to move over to a
new platform at this point. The club has way too much valuable information on these forums and we
want to keep it all accessible. Please feel free to send me any questions about the changeover.
We're onto the second quarter of our year and I would like to make a request that each member
reading this send the Ride of the Month Director one nomination for upcoming contests. To continue
this contest each month it is essential that we have club nominations and participants. As the Director,
Ryan will continue to create like contests each month. This program cannot work without your
willingness to participate and the embracing of the new class system. If you are nominated, I hope that
each and every one of you will say yes. Keep in mind the May winner will come from the Indy meet.
Dare I say that the winter is over? If you're anything like I am, you've been planning and plotting - just
itching to get to mods for the year! What mods will you be installing this year? I look forward to
checking them out on the forums and at Carlisle.
If you've been reading these messages each month and find yourself continuing to return to the club
page and aren't a member yet, please consider joining us! It's easy,
inexpensive, and opens up some great resources and benefits to you.
Please click here to join us! If you know your current membership will be
expiring soon, be sure to renew here. You'll be receiving a reminder just in
case you forget to renew!
Respectfully,
Keith Jarvis
Club President

Membership Has Its Privileges!!!
Camaraderie. Founded by fellow 300M
owners, the Chrysler 300M Enthusiasts
Club is truly a one of a kind club that
combines a unique car with a group of
people that are welcoming, knowledgeable,
and always willing to help. The club is
much more than an online forum; it is a tool
that enables people to meet and share their
passion for the 300M. There is a wealth of
information that is shared by club members
and events that happen all over the world.
When joining, each paying member
receives a personalized membership
packet in the mail with a membership card,
certificate of membership, and window-cling
for your car.
Knowledgebase. The knowledge that is
available to members of the 300M club is a
service that very few other forums come
close to. The club has many experts with
years of dedicated experience with the LH
platform. There are how-to write-ups for
just about any routine service that is
needed. Even the most intensive repairs
are outlined and available for members to
look at. The club also has a lot of members
with modified cars so you can get ideas for
your own M and discuss your modifications.
Additionally, our website also contains links
to many resources for parts and service.

around the Indy 500 each year.
By
attending a meet you will meet fellow
members that will become lifelong friends.
Parts and Service Discounts. The club
has a parts and service discount program
that helps you save money on any costly
repairs. There are many dealers across the
country that offer the discount and you gain
access to the list when you become a
member. The club also posts additional
information about discounts that can be
used on the Internet for M parts.
Member Directory. As a member you
have access to the membership directory
for the club. You can interact with fellow
members that live near you, meet up with
them at a local show, and even get together
to work on your cars as a group. These
benefits go way beyond the money that is
saved during the repairs. Being listed in
the member directory is optional but does
allow other members to reach out to you.
The member directory also has links to
websites that are set up by members to
highlight their vehicles. These websites are
optional but give the other members the
opportunity to learn more about their
favorite Ms on the site.
Chat Room. While the chat room is always
open for members and can be used at any
time, the club has set aside two designated
weekly times for members to come together
and chat (Wednesday and Sunday nights).
You can swap stories, ask questions or just
visit with fellow members. It only takes two
members to start a chat and people usually
stop by when they see others in the room.
We hope the all members take the
opportunity to chat while maintaining
mutual respect and maturity.

Events. The events that the members of
the 300M Club put together are a special
part of the club. At them, you are able to
meet the people you talk to online and
swap stories about your Ms. Some of the
events feature awards that help to highlight
the fine work that our members have put
into their cars and you are eligible for these
awards as a paying member of the club.
The awards cater to just about every M
owner out there and are a thrill to win.
Other events are specifically to execute
maintenance and work on the cars. The
club has previously had meets in Europe,
California, Pennsylvania, Ocean City MD,
Las Vegas, Florida, and even has a meet

Club Merchandise. The 300M Enthusiasts
Club has partnered with Café Press to offer
many different items with the club’s logo on
them. You can pick up a shirt, coffee mug,
phone case and many other items that
allow you to show off your pride in the club.
These items can only be purchased by
paying members of the club and are of a
nice quality.

get to be featured in the club calendar for
the following year. The owner of the
winning car also gets a free year of
membership. At the end of the year all
twelve winners are entered into the Ride of
the Year contest and the winner is featured
on the calendar cover and receives a
special club prize.
Free Online Photo Storage. Each paying
member of the club is given their very own
folder to store pictures of their car online.
The club uses Fotki for the photo storage
and the members can upload their own
photos whenever they want.

Free Classified Ads.
Each paying
member of the club can post items for sale
in the classified section of our forum. There
is no better place to sell a part for a 300M
than on a site that is dedicated to the LH
platform. We offer this incentive to paying
members only for the security of the people
who purchase the parts.
Charity. The club is a non-profit but also
supports charitable organizations through
the implementation of a donation matching
program. As a member you are able to
suggest what charities the donations should
be made to. Each year the club sets aside
a portion of the money it makes from the
memberships and renewals to help those
that are in need in our country and all over
the world.

Ride of the Month (ROM). The Ride of the
Month contest is open to any paying
member of the club and aims at
showcasing some of the finest cars in the
club. Each month four member’s cars are
posted in a poll allowing other members to
cast their vote. At the end of the voting
period the winner is announced and they

For an online application to join the 300M Enthusiasts Club, go to:
http://www.300mclub.org/application.html

Member Q&A

Justin Hopkins (HBK73) , Member #2039
1. Where are you originally from and where do
you currently live?
Cape Girardeau, MO. originally and still there
2. How did you originally become interested in
300Ms?
My dad was looking for my first car and said he was
looking at Concordes and I said how about a 300m
just because the looks were better.
3. How long have you had your 300M? Are you
an original owner?
3rd owner and since December 11, 2009
4. What is the favorite 300M mod you have done
to your car?
OEM Special Body kit in stone white
5. What is your favorite mod you haven’t done
to your car?
Special Dark Slate/Light Taupe Interior
6. Tell us a little bit about your personal life.
(Family, work, hobbies, etc.)
Student at Southeast Missouri State and huge St.
Louis Cardinals fan
7. What is your favorite sport/sport team and
why?
St. Louis Cardinals because they are a winning
team and the atmosphere at Busch Stadium is great

8. Who is the first club member you ever met in
person and what were the circumstances?
I was at the Indy meet for the first time and I arrived
at the hotel but there were no Ms there at the time. I
went to K-Mart to get some last minute detail
supplies when my dad noticed quite a few Ms in the
parking lot and we knew that had to be the club. So
we went over there but it appeared they were still
eating. John Benjamin was the first club member
that I met as he was just showing up to meet the
rest of the group as well.
9. What is your favorite memory of meeting club
members?
Right after I met John, all the rest of the members
came out to meet the new guy and so it was cool to
see everybody standing around and admiring my
300M. I still remember Lindsey’s comment, “This is
a 13 year old car?! It’s so clean!”
10. What is the craziest (legal) thing you’ve
done in your 300M?
One time I drove to work in about a foot of snow at
6:30 am and I was the only person on the roads. All
the snow removal trucks were giving me a look like I
was crazy. I took about 40 peoples call-in calls
because they couldn’t make it.
11. Other than the 300M (of course) if you could
have any car, what would it be?
Probably a Challenger 6.4L Hemi or a Corvette.
12. What car did you trade in for
the 300M (or drive if there was
no trade-in)?
Paid cash, but I did drive my dad’s
all original 1966 Chrysler Imperial
Lebaron to school before I got my
300M. Now I just take the Imperial
to car shows.
13. Do you do anything special
to maintain your car over and
above the usual? (Special wax?
Special gas?)
Zaino PC, AIO, Z-2, Z-FX, Z-6, Z-8
and Leatherique. I always run 93
octane.

FEATURED HOW TO
Headlight Disassembly/Reassembly Paint/Mod
Originally Posted By: FIREM

This article has been edited slightly. To see the
complete original article (with pictures and
discussion from other members) as well as every other article in the Knowledgebase go to:

KB.300mclub.org

Headlight assembly is held together by 6 clips and a thermal adhesive. Remove the clips,
heat the assembly and separate the lens from the housing. May be heated in an oven but
do not exceed 180 degrees. Heat for 15-20 minutes. NOTE: If lenses have been sanded
and restored use alternate method: Hot summer day, place assembly in closed car for
about an hour then separate lens from housing. (Had sanded/polished lenses "craze"
when heated)
Gently pry the lens from the housing, cut the stringy adhesive as you go. Don't let the adhesive touch the inside of the lens or other parts, because if it does it won't come off. Use
a wide blade to pry GENTLY.
Don’t touch the chrome inside, or the inside of the lens, unless you are planning on painting it. Your fingers can damage the inside coatings of the lens and chromed parts.
The "mask" is held to the lens with 3 melted tabs. Blue Tape on the pictures indicates location. Warm with a soldering iron and release the mask. (If painting or adding LEDs) Do
not totally melt the lock off. Warm it as you pry up on the mask. This will leave a stub you
can re-melt to re secure the mask. In some cases I have drilled and installed a very small
screw to secure the mask. If adding LED's secure to mask and route wire out thru existing
vent hole and tube.
Keep the seal area clean and free of dust. I usually put the lens in a plastic bag. In most
cases it will reseal upon reassembly.
Scrub the "chrome" mask with a red Scotchbrite pad to scuff/remove the chrome. Use Adhesion Promoter and paint of your choice (gloss recommended as the lens "mutes" the
shine.)
If you are going to paint the ribs only at the base of the "bowl" it can be tricky.
Clean the ribs with a Q-tip and lacquer thinner DO NOT TOUCH CHROME YOU ARE
NOT GOING TO PAINT. I used Rustoleum Gloss Black Enamel oil base (Depot) and a
3/8" Camel hairbrush. Start about 1/4 " from the bowl, lay the paint on in as few strokes
as you can. Then sneak up on the edge of the bowl for a final stroke out to the edge. The
more you "play" with it the harder it is to cover the chrome.
Reassembly: MAKE SURE the inside of the lens is clean. Distilled water/alcohol wipe, no
water spots. Reinstall the mask and melt the tabs. Warm the housing and squeeze the
lens cover back on evenly. Engage the clips; rewarm the assembly to allow the sealant to
flow. Allow to cool. "Special" Housing and mask are not the same as "base" Lenses are
ALL the same R/L so that part only can be interchanged. It is possible to replace the
lenses with ones harvested from New Aftermarket lamp assemblies however some notes:
They are not exactly the same but will fit. Recommend using a heat gun and removing the
sealant from the housing groove. I used 3M p/n 08610 in the groove to assure a good
seal when this was done.
Aftermarket assemblies and lenses had very little sealant on them and slight gaps were
filled with the ribbon sealer.

“POP” Goes the Snap Ring

Written By: Chris Carpenter (Chrysler1924 and allpar.com)
If you’ve been around the Chrysler 300M Enthusiasts
Club forums lately, you’ve probably seen a post or ten
about my transmission and radiator failures. Both of these
things comprise two crucial systems that will undoubtedly
turn your M into an expensive lawn ornament if not dealt
with properly.
Even amidst the hours of reading and searching through
the dozens of club forum
posts that have accrued
from the years of other
members having similar
issues, I still found that I
had a lot of questions. I
spent two months
learning much about the
42LE transmission and I
hope that through this
article, I can share the
things that I’ve learned
and hopefully make
things a little clearer for
anyone who may find
themselves facing a
transmission transplant.
WHAT HAPPENED
I was in Loveland,
Colorado visiting my
friend James, who had
recently acquired a 1999 Chrysler Concorde LXi.
Remembering how pivotal Craig Campfield’s help was
when I acquired my first LH car, I wanted to “pay it
forward” and help James out as best I could, getting his
Concorde up to snuff and running properly- helping make
it “look like a club member owns it” as Bob Day says.
While running an errand to pick up supplies my 300M
went to shift into third gear and instead, the car began to
coast and the tachometer shot up. Moments after the
consequential “Oh [expletive deleted]!”, there went the
warning chime, the check-engine lamp lit-up and I knew I
had a transmission problem.
I was able to drive the car in first gear and it would and it
would shift fine into second. Then, once the tachometer
reached the 1,900-2,000 RPM mark OR 18-23 MPH, the
engine would break-free and the car would coast as if in
neutral. Once vehicle speed dropped back into the
second gear range (sub-20mph) the transmission would
re-engage.

limp-home mode, I was able to drive the car up to 2530mph in second gear. Without limp-home mode, it would
continue to try and shift into 3rd and break free into
neutral instead, limiting my speed to 18-20mph.
A diagnostic by Best Western Transmission of Fort
Collins, Colorado would later find that a snap ring
broke in 3rd gear. Thus preventing the transmission from
being able to shift into 3rd gear at
all.
WHAT I LEARNED
The speed sensors used on the
41TE/42LE Chrysler transmissions
are known for often being the
culprits behind the “limp-home”
mode condition. There have been
many references on the forums to
members who have had cars stuck
in limp-home mode easily fixed with
a new pair of sensors, OEM
(dealer) sensors at that. (The
general consensus is that aftermarket speed sensors have been
met with little luck.)
Since sensor replacement is
cheaper than transmission
replacement, I went through the
ordeal of changing the sensors with
new OEM units bought directly from Fort Collins Chrysler.
Unfortunately, this did nothing to change the
transmission’s state. I finally took it to Best Western
Transmission here in Fort Collins who ran a battery of
tests. They discovered that the clutch-volume-index
readings were tremendously off-spec and when combined
with the shifting behavior and P0733 (Incorrect 3rd Gear
Ratio) code, were indicative of a broken snap ring in third
gear.
A broken snap ring IS repairable in these transmissions,
but only through a complete teardown and rebuild of the
entire unit. When a snap ring fails, it is a component that
will most likely take other components with it when the
failure occurs, so the safest/most practical option is to do
a transmission service and full-rebuild if a total
transmission replacement isn’t an option.

WHAT IS IMPORTANT
The second-generation LH platform cars employed the
use of four different engines (2.7L, 3.2L, 3.5L “Magnum”,
Given the car would still downshift into first upon
3.5L High-Output/Special 3.5L HO) across the model linedeceleration as well as shift up into second gear upon
up, but all used the same Chrysler42LE 4-speed, frontacceleration, it clearly was not stuck in “limp-home” mode. wheel-drive automatic transmission. In vehicles equipped
I later discovered that the transmission needed to “break with the 2.7L V6 (Intrepid& Concorde) as well as the
loose” two or three times before the computer would
300M Special the final drive gear ratio is 3.89:1. Vehicles
register a problem and engage limp-home mode. Once in equipped with the3.2L, 3.5L “Magnum” and the non-

was some discussion that Chrysler changed the plug
interface between them. The point being that a wiring
harness change might be necessary in order to make a
newer transmission work in an older car. Further
research indicated that the plug change actually occurred
prior to 1998 and therefore does NOT impact any of the
second-generation LH cars. Indeed, I was able to put a
later 2002 model transmission in my earlier model car
without the need to bring over the harness from the donor
vehicle.

Special 3.5L High-Output have a final drive gear ratio of
3.66:1.

I bought three gallons of MOPAR ATF+4 transmission
fluid from Fort Collins Chrysler, along with a new
reusable transmission pan gasket Chrysler released as
an alternative to the MOPAR RTV liquid gasket that is
generally used during a pan drop service. I also picked
up brand new flex plate to converter bolts from the
dealer that come pre-coated with blue Loctite along with
a new transmission oil filter pack from MOPAR.

Owners with 3.66:1 final drive ratio cars can upgrade
their gearing to the 3.89:1 gars used in the 2.7L
and “Special” applications for a bit of a performance
boost. Swapping the gears is fairly straight forward and a
fun mod to do. It’s worth noting, however, that when
changing the final drive gear ratio of your vehicle from the
stock setup- the speedometer will NO LONGER read
accurately. A DRBIII scan tool must be used to
recalibrate the speedometer. An easy alternative to this is
swapping the transmission control module for one out of
a vehicle that came with your new gearing to correct the
wrong readout.

With the exception of one of my transmission mounts
being disintegrated, Best Western Transmission was able
to install the 2002 transmission with the upgraded
gearing into my 300M with no problems. They drained
and replaced the differential fluid with non-synthetic
MOPAR Hypoid Gear Lubricant (SAE75W-90). I’ve put
about 1,500 miles on the 300M since the repairs were
completed and all seems to be well. I’m still not entirely
comfortable using AutoStick, but the few times I’ve used
it since, the shifts have been much more forgiving than
previous. After all this, I’m convinced that the
transmission had a hard mechanical failure that was
slowly occurring over time until the snap ring finally gave
way.

When it comes to the TCM, or transmission control
module (the computer “brain” of the unit), earlier model
second-generation LH (1998-2001) cars had a standalone TCM unit in addition to a separate powertrain
control module (PCM) unit. In later second-generation LH
cars (2002-2004), Chrysler combined the TCM and PCM
into one single unit.

If you’ve got a P0700 code, it is worth making sure you
don’t have a valve body/solenoid pack, or speed
sensor issue before going ahead with a full replacement.
A transmission diagnostic from a reputable
shop is always helpful.

WHAT I DID
Since I had to replace the transmission in my
300M anyway, I decided to pick up a lowmileage (21,000 miles) transmission from a
2002 Chrysler Concorde that had the 2.7L
motor. That way I could upgrade to the 3.89:1
final drive gear ratio without having to do any
extra work, the new transmission already had
them installed. All that was left was to install a
TCM out of a 1998-2001 car that had the 2.7L
motor in order to correct the consequential
speedometer inaccuracy. Since my car is a
2000 with the PCM and TCM as separate
modules, a combined TCM/PCM unit out of a
2002-2004 model would not work.
As far as any differences between the
transmissions used on the early models (19982001) and the later models (2002-2004) there
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Do you have a question about
the Ride Of The Month Program?
Contact: RyanRiley@300mclub.org
Do you have a question about
Club Merchandise?
Contact: treasurer@300mclub.org
Do you have a question about
your membership?
Contact: secretary@300mclub.org
Do you have questions or comments
about this newsletter?
Contact: newsletter@300mclub.org
This newsletter is published twice a year.

Check it out at:
http://store.300mclub.org

BUY/SELL/TRADE
Our forum has an extensive buy/sell/trade
section. Many great deals are available for
just about anything to do with your 300M.
(And many other items as well).
Check it out at:
http://BST.300mclub.org

DETAILED CLUB INFORMATION
Minutes from previous Board of Directors
meetings as well as many other documents
pertaining to the club are available to
members.
Check it out at:
http://docs.300mclub.org

